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8 Golden Rules for Better Interface Design
A well-designed user interface should respond to a user’s
actions, letting them know that their actions have the desired
effect, putting their mind at ease. This is where animation can
play an important role.
User Interface Principles - Win32 apps | Microsoft Docs
They are called “heuristics” because they are broad rules of
thumb and not specific usability guidelines. 1. Strive for
consistency. Users should not have to wonder whether different
words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. Do not
confuse your user — keep words and actions consistent. Use
“The Principle of Least Surprise.”
The 4 Golden Rules of UI Design | Adobe XD Ideas
These sections comprise the detailed user experience guidelines
for Windows-based desktop applications. In this section. Topic
Description; Controls: Controls are UI elements that your users
interact with on your app's main window area. See visual
examples of controls in Windows-based, desktop apps and get
links to guidelines for each control.
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Learn to design with your user’s needs and expectations in mind
by applying Jakob Nielsen and Rolf Molich’s Ten User Interface
Guidelines. These heuristics have been reflected in many of the
products designed by some of the most successful companies in
the world such as Apple, Google, and Adobe ...
Following User Interface Guidelines - Win32 apps ...
When designing a user interface, strive to reduce the total
number of actions required from a user to achieve the goal. It’s
worth remembering the three-click rule , which suggests the
user of a product should be able to find any information with no
more than three mouse clicks.
Principle of Consistency and Standards in User Interface ...
Throughout the system, text is legible at every size, icons are
precise and lucid, adornments are subtle and appropriate, and a
sharpened focus on functionality motivates the design. Negative
space, color, fonts, graphics, and interface elements subtly
highlight important content and convey interactivity. Deference.
Human Interface Guidelines - Design - Apple Developer
A very good suggestion from the Windows User Experience
Interaction Guidelines applies to any software. It states that the
writer should keep the text conversational. The Guidelines
defines this as, "Avoid words you wouldn't say to someone else
in person." A few tips for writing text: Avoid talking about the
user in the third person.
User Interface Design Guidelines: 10 Rules of Thumb ...
Jacob Nielsen and Rolf Molich, notable usability experts, have
formulated these ten UI/UX development guidelines, or rules of
user interface design, back in the 90s, which still hold
prominence now.
Themes - iOS - Human Interface Guidelines - Apple Developer
This all boils down to context: A user interface needs to be
designed for specific users, goals, and tasks. Guidelines may be
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a reasonable starting point, but they are only a starting point.
The value in UI consistency lies in effective learning, by making
it easy to transfer knowledge from another product without
interfering with ease of use.
Golden Rules of User Interface Design - UX Planet
User Interface Design Guidelines: 10 Rules of Thumb Learn to
design with your user’s needs and expectations in mind by
applying Jakob Nielsen and Rolf Molich’s Ten User Interface
Guidelines. These heuristics have been reflected in many of the
products designed by some of the most successful companies in
the world such as Apple, Google, and Adobe.
UI Design Principles And Guidelines - Visual Hierarchy Blog
And these 9 handy guidelines straight from HCI research will
help you focus on your users when designing websites and apps.
Interface design, which focuses on the layout of functionality of
interfaces, is a subset of user experience design, which focuses
on the bigger picture: that is, the whole experience, not just the
interface. 1. Know your ...
User Interface Design Basics | Usability.gov
Human Interface Guidelines. Get in-depth information and UI
resources for designing great apps that integrate seamlessly
with Apple platforms.
Guidelines - Win32 apps | Microsoft Docs
UI Design Do’s and Don’ts. iOS raises the bar for excellence in
user interface design and offers great opportunities for you to
deliver engaging and unique user experiences. Consider these
common design concepts before you start coding to enhance the
usability and appeal of your apps.
7 User Interface Design Guidelines For Web Applications ...
User Interface (UI) Design focuses on anticipating what users
might need to do and ensuring that the interface has elements
that are easy to access, understand, and use to facilitate those
actions. UI brings together concepts from interaction design,
visual design, and information architecture. Choosing Interface
Elements
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UI Design Do’s and Don’ts - Apple Developer
A good interface should be designed to avoid errors as much as
possible. But when errors do happen, your system needs to
make it easy for the user to understand the issue and know how
to solve it. Simple ways to handle errors include displaying clear
error notifications along with descriptive hints to solve the
problem.
A Comprehensive Guide To UI Design — Smashing Magazine
The value of a user-friendly UI design for keeping visitors
engaged is something that no designer should forget. When
faced with a difficulty in completing an action on an interface,
many people will simply give up and leave the site. One design
flaw can make the difference between success and ...
UI Design Guide 2018 — Rules of User Interface Design
7 User Interface Design Guidelines For Web Applications For the
graphic and web designer, the user interface will form the basis
of the designer’s most important work. This is because the user
interface requires a more defined vision and an ability to
combine different elements of design to implement a successful
user interface.
10 essential UI (user-interface) design tips | Webflow Blog
User interface design guidelines cannot be applied usefully in
every case. Some computers may be embedded as components
in larger systems, so that they communicate only with other
computers and not directly with human users. When there is no
user interface, then no user interface design guidelines are
needed.
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